The determination of the electron mass from Penning-trap measurements with 12 C 5+ ions and from theoretical results for the bound-electron g factor is described in detail. Some recently calculated contributions slightly shift the extracted mass value. Prospects of a further improvement of the electron mass are discussed both from the experimental and from the theoretical point of view. Measurements with 4 He + ions will enable a consistency check of the electron mass value, and in future an improvement of the 4 He nuclear mass and a determination of the fine-structure constant.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recent years have seen a fast progress in the theoretical understanding and experimental precision of boundelectron g factors [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . It has also become possible to determine the atomic mass of the electron m e in Penning trap g factor experiments with light one-electron ions by means of the continuous Stern-Gerlach effect [8, 9] . The most accurate value [10, 11] of m e has been obtained from a recent measurement employing 12 C 5+ ions. For an electron bound to an ion and subjected to an external magnetic field of strength B, the Larmor frequency between the Zeeman sublevels depends on the electron's magnetic moment µ by the well-known formula
with e being the (positive) unit charge, and g the bound electron's gyromagnetic or g factor. Calibrating the magnetic field at the very position of the ion becomes possible through a measurement of the frequency of the cyclotron motion of the ion as a whole,
where Q and M are the charge and mass of the oneelectron ion, respectively. Combining the two above equations, the electron mass can be expressed in units of the ion's mass as
where we assign to the g factor its theoretical value g theo . The experimentally determined quantity is the frequency * zatorski@mpi-hd.mpg.de † harman@mpi-hd.mpg.de ratio Γ = ω L /ω c . As it is clear from Eq. (3), for extracting m e to a given level of relative uncertainty, g theo , Γ and M need to be known at the same level of relative uncertainty or better.
In our experiment [10, 11] and in an earlier study [8] , 12 C 5+ ions were employed since the 12 C atom defines the atomic mass unit, and, therefore, also the mass of the ion is known exceptionally well. Our experiment has been presented in detail in Ref. [11] . In the current article, we describe theoretical details of the extraction of the electron mass, and present a reevaluation which takes into account newly calculated quantum electrodynamic (QED) corrections. In addition, prospects of a further improvement of the electron mass value are discussed, by employing either hydrogenlike 12 C 5+ or 4 He + ions. A measurement with 4 He + also enables in principle a determination of the 4 He mass, and in future the finestructure constant α.
II. EVALUATION OF THEORETICAL CONTRIBUTIONS FOR THE DETERMINATION OF THE ELECTRON MASS
A great variety of physical effects contribute to the theoretical value of the g factor. For a free electron, i.e. at order (Zα) 0 , the g factor can be parameterized as
with the coefficients C (n) representing the sum of all contributing n-loop QED diagrams. The leading radiative correction is determined by the Schwinger term with C (1) = 1/2. For bound electrons, the above formula has to be extended with terms accounting for the interaction with the nuclear potential. At low atomic numbers, this interaction can be taken into account by an expansion in Zα. Several terms in this expansion have been calculated [2, 3, 19, 41] . Above a certain level of accuracy, , and some relevant nuclear parameters.
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non-perturbative methods in Zα are also required. The leading relativistic binding term is [15] 
which needs to be extended with one-to three-loop QED binding terms as well as effects originating from the nucleus, namely, the recoil contribution and nuclear structural effects. Further small contributions from nuclear structure may arise such as the nuclear polarizability correction. A review of the theoretical results can be found in Refs. [2, 18] . These contributions have been benchmarked in Ref. [1] with hydrogenlike Si 13+ , where an excellent agreement of theory and experiment was stated. In Si 13+ , bound-state effects are magnified as compared to the case of C 5+ due to power scaling in Zα. Therefore, one can rely on the correctness of theory for C 5+ when extracting the electron mass via Eq. (3).
The experiment on 28 Si 13+ was repeated later with a significantly improved precision [12] , triggering a fur-ther advancement in the theoretical treatment. Nonperturbative (with respect to Zα) results for a subset of two-loop QED corrections have been published [28] . In that article, the higher-order remainder in Zα of twoloop corrections with one or two closed fermionic loops have been calculated in the Uehling approximation. The coefficient of the fifth-order term in Zα for the twoloop vacuum polarization diagrams has been evaluated in Ref. [29] . In an even more recent publication [27] , a virtual light-by-light scattering correction of order α 2 (Zα) 4 , which was neglected in a previous calculation [2, 3] , has been determined. The coefficient of the term was found to be unexpectedly large. In contrast to the evaluation of Ref. [10] , here we also take into account these new terms in the determination of m e . Table I and Si 13+ . The remaining unknown two-loop self-energy correction at orders higher than (Zα) 4 , which we denote by g SE 2L (Z), is a major challenge for theory and thus has not been evaluated yet. One may obtain an estimation of the effect for He and C ions by means of extraction of g SE 2L (Z = 14) from comparison of the theory and the experimental result for Si and subsequently rescaling it from Z = 14 to Z = 2 and Z = 6, respectively. In analogy to the corresponding Lamb shift contribution, the higher-order two-loop QED effect is assumed to be described by the formula
where L = ln (Zα) −2 and terms of higher order with respect to Zα are not taken into account. In the notation for the b nl coefficients, n denotes the power of Zα and l is the power of the logarithmic term. The expansion coefficients with n ≥ 5 have not been calculated thus far. Formally, the leading contribution to the right-hand side of Eq. (6) is related to b 50 , but, in principle, the logarithmically enhanced terms of the next order may also be significant.
We determine b 50 as follows: First, we restrict ourselves to the leading term in Eq. (6) which only includes the b 50 parameter. Then, a comparison of the experimental and theoretical value reads
where g * th (Z) denotes the theoretical prediction for the g factor including only the known corrections, i.e., without g SESE (Z). The relation between g exp (Z) and the frequency ratio Γ determined in an experiment follows from Eq. (1) and (2),
with Q/e = Z − 1, and employing it along with Eq. (7) we obtain a set of equations for C and Si, namely,
with the ions' masses depending on the electron mass through the formula
where E b A X is the binding energy of electrons in an atom X, expressed in unified atomic mass units (u), and E b A X q+ is the binding energy of the electrons in an ion A X q+ , also in u. Specifically, binding energies for 12 C
5+
ions can be found in Ref. [42] , whereas for 28 Si 13+ ions in Ref. [43] . For the purpose of our calculation, it is sufficient to substitute some old value of the electron mass (e.g. from Ref. [44] ) in the above formula since it is small compared to the nuclear mass. Therefore, we can treat the ions' masses on the right-hand sides of Eqs. (9-10) as known parameters. Those equations can then readily be solved for the variables m e and b 50 , namely,
An obvious source of uncertainty of our value of m e originates from the uncertainties of the quantities in Eqs. (12) and (13 [12] ). The absolute electron mass uncertainty resulting through error propagation via Eq. (12) equals δ st m e = 1.57 · 10 −14 u. Another source of uncertainty is the presence of unknown b 6k parameters in Eq. (6) . Clearly, one cannot rigorously fit more than one b parameter since one has only two equations at hand. Therefore, we tested various configurations of the b ′ s to asses the sensitivity of our results due to changes of these parameters. Our estimation obtained this way is δ b m e = 8 · 10 −16 u. This uncertainty was linearly added to δ st m e . Our final value for the electron mass reads m e = 0.000 548 579 909 065(16) u.
This value is shifted upward by 0.3 σ with respect to earlier evaluations of the same experimental data [11, 18] due to the inclusion of light-by-light scattering terms of order α 2 (Zα) 4 [27] .
III. FURTHER POSSIBLE IMPROVEMENTS
Currently, the relative uncertainty of g theo for C 5+ is an order of magnitude better than that of Γ, i.e. it does not hinder an improvement of m e . A further enhancement of the accuracy of the experimental frequency ratio Γ is expected for any ion from the currently commissioned Penning-trap setup ALPHATRAP at the Max Planck Institute for Nuclear Physics [45, 46] . Presently, the main limitations for such measurements are the interaction of the ion with the trap electrodes ("image charge shift") and the thermal distribution of the ion's kinetic energy. The ALPHATRAP setup will drastically reduce both effects. A larger trap diameter decreases the image charge effect by almost two orders of magnitude compared to the Mainz g factor experiment, and sympathetic laser cooling of the highly charged ions can potentially eliminate the limitation arising from the thermal distribution. Combined, these improvements pave the way for a significant -approximately one order of magnitude -improvement in the measurement of the g factor especially of light ions. Table I shows that on the theoretical side, the main limitation arises from the accuracy of one-loop SE terms of order (Zα) 5 and higher, which have been extracted from numerical calculations [5, 20] . For low charge numbers, such calculations are restricted by severe numerical cancellations. A significant improvement will nevertheless be possible in the nearest future [47] .
Another possibility to determine m e could be to employ an even lighter hydrogenlike ion, where QED binding corrections are further scaled down. At the cur- Comparison of the uncertainties of the g factor due to the uncertainty of the finite nuclear size effect (black dots) and that of the current fine-structure constant (continuous line). Z is the atomic number, and nuclear rms charge radii and their uncertainties were taken from Ref. [13] . The dashed line shows the current absolute experimental error [10, 11] , which at the same time determines the current error due to me. The uncertainties due to errors of the ion masses are shown for the elements discussed (empty squares).
rent level of experimental accuracy, the lightest such ion, namely, He + would deliver a valuable consistency check of the electron mass determination. One may extract m e from a He + measurement just as accurately as from C 5+ , assuming the same fractional accuracy of Γ in both experiments. A combined analysis including the He + data and an accordingly extended system of equations [see Eq. (9) and (10)] would lead to a slightly reduced m e uncertainty even at the present level of experimental accuracy. The theoretical value of the g factor has a significantly better relative accuracy for He + than for C 5+ due to power scaling: e.g., terms of order (Zα) 5 are scaled down by a factor of 3 5 = 243, i.e. by more than two orders of magnitude. In case of He + , therefore, there is no need to estimate the so far uncalculated higher-order two-loop terms from the Si experiment, nor include the very recently calculated virtual light-by-light scattering contributions.
With a further improvement of experimental accuracy by, e.g., the ALPHATRAP experiment, one can further improve m e both from C 5+ as well as from He + . However, this improvement is limited approximately to a factor of 2 with He + due to the current relative accuracy [18] δM/M = 1.6 · 10 −11 of the He + ion mass. The QED theory is not a limitation yet at this level, nor the C 5+ ion mass. At an even higher level of experimental accuracy (more than a factor of 3 better than now), a similar experiment on 4 He + will allow an improved determination of the 4 He + ion's mass by solving Eq. (3) for M , provided that a corresponding improvement of the electron mass will have been achieved with C 5+ or by some alternative means. We note that the 4 He mass is also planned to be measured by the THe-Trap experiment with an anticipated fractional accuracy of 10 −11 [48] .
Let us discuss now the prospects of determining the fine-structure constant from a measurement with He + . It can be extracted from the g factor, and the latter is determined by solving Eq. (3) for g. Therefore, a competitive determination of α is limited by the fractional accuracy of m e , M , Γ, and g theo . Typically, the theoretical value of the g factor is limited by the insufficient knowledge on nuclear parameters such as the charge radius. In the light He + ion, nuclear size effects are naturally very small; furthermore, the leading dependence on α does not stem from binding effects, i.e. those scaling with some power of Zα, but from the leading free-electron QED contribution, the Schwinger term α/π. Fig. 1 shows that He + is the only H-like ion where the error of the g factor due to the present uncertainty of α is larger than the error due to the nuclear size effect. Therefore, an improved determination of α is possible at all. This will require, however, an improvement in the measurement of the frequency ratio Γ by two orders of magnitude or better, a similar enhancement of m e from a C 5+ ion measurement or from some other source, and an improvement of the 4 He nuclear mass by some independent means.
We note that for other elements where the nuclear uncertainties limit the determination of the fine-structure constant, schemes have been put forward to suppress nuclear structural effects. These contributions can be largely cancelled by appropriately chosen weighted differences of the g factor of a hydrogenlike ion and the g factor corresponding to some another charge state of the same element [49] [50] [51] , enabling a competitive extraction of α.
The determination of α from the g factor of the lightly bound electron in He + is closely related to the determination from the g − 2 of the free electron, with the difference that theoretical binding corrections need to be subtracted first from the measured g factor. After a foreseeable improvement of the numerical accuracy of the one-loop binding self-energy correction [47] , such an extraction of α is, from a theoretical point of view, is dominantly limited by the accuracy of free-electron QED (see Table I ). On the experimental side, the measurement of the bound electrons g factor differs significantly from that of the free electron. In the latter case, about three orders of magnitude in precision is gained by directly measuring g − 2 ≈ 0.002 rather than g ≈ 2, which exploits the similarity of the electrons cyclotron and Larmor frequencies. For the bound electron, these two frequencies are however very dissimilar, thus the cyclotron frequency of the heavy ion has to be measured about three orders of magnitude more precisely to achieve a comparable precision. An advantage employing ions may be however the large reduction of relativistic shifts, which pose a severe limitation for free electrons.
IV. SUMMARY
We presented an evaluation of the electron mass from Penning-trap measurements of the Larmor and cyclotron frequency ratio Γ of a hydrogenlike 12 C 5+ ion, and the corresponding theoretical value of the bound-electron g factor. So far uncalculated two-loop self-energy corrections of order (Zα) 5 or higher were estimated from the measured g factor value of the 28 Si 13+ ion. This evaluation includes, in contrast to Ref. [10] , results of a nonperturbative calculation for the VPVP and SEVP corrections [28] , and a two-loop virtual light-by-light scattering contribution of order α 2 (Zα) 4 [27] . The latter causes a shift of the extracted electron mass by 0.3 σ.
Prospects of further improving m e with 12 C 5+ or 4 He + ions were discussed. Measurements on the latter system also allow in principle an enhanced determination of the 4 He mass. A competitive determination of the fine-structure constant might be achieved in future from a measurement with 4 He + ions, once an experimental improvement of Γ by two orders of magnitude becomes possible.
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